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Interface excitons in KrmNeN clusters: The role of electron affinity in the formation
of electronic structure
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The formation of the electronic structure of small Krm clusters (m<150) embedded inside NeN clusters
(1200<N<7500) has been investigated with the help of fluorescence excitation spectroscopy using synchro-
tron radiation. Electronically excited states, assigned to excitons at the Ne/Kr interface, 1i and 18i were
observed. The absorption bands, which are related to the lowest spin-orbit split atomic Kr3P1 and 1P1 states,
initially appear and shift towards lower energy when the krypton cluster sizem increases. The characteristic
bulk 1t and 18t excitons appear in the spectra when the cluster radius exceeds some critical valueRcl.d1i .
The Krm clusters comprising up to 70 atoms do not exhibit bulk absorption bands. We suggest that this is due
to the penetration of the interface excitons into the krypton cluster volume, because of the negative electron
affinity of surrounding Ne atoms. From the energy shift of the interface absorption bands with cluster size an
unexpectedly large penetration depth ofd1i57.060.1 Å is estimated, which can be explained by the interplay
between the electron affinities of the guest and the host cluster.
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The formation of the electronic structure of solids is
important issue of cluster physics, which offers the possi
ity to study its evolution from atomic energy levels towar
the band structure of bulk material as a function of clus
size. One of the interesting model systems are rare-gas
ters bound by weak pairwise van der Waals forces. Th
clusters can be easily prepared in a supersonic expan
Rare-gas clusters are transparent within the UV-visible sp
tral range and exhibit absorption bands in the vacuum ul
violet ~VUV !. Rare-gas solids have fcc structure, while t
corresponding clusters are icosahedrons with a total num
of atoms,N5 1

3(10k3215k2111k23), wherek is the num-
ber of closed shells. The number of surface atoms is given
N510k3220k2112 ~valid for k.1). One can see that eve
in clusters comprising 500 atoms almost 50% of the ato
belong to the surface. Due to this large number of surf
atoms, clusters are ideal objects to study surface effects
generally, interfaces in solids containing different materia

The spectroscopy of free clusters of He~Ref. 1!, Ne ~Ref.
2!, Ar ~Refs. 3 and 6!, Kr ~Refs. 4 and 6!, and Xe~Refs. 5
and 6! atoms has been studied for more than one decad
special aspect of rare-gas clusters is that their absorp
bands split into electronically excited bulk and surface sta
Since small clusters with fewer than two shells of atomsk
,2) have almost no bulk atoms, only surface excitonss
and 1s8 are observed in absorption. Bulk excitons app
when the third shell of atoms is formed (k>2). Moreover,
the experimental results show that tightly bound surface
citons have a very small penetration depth into the clus
typically d1s'0.8 Å,7 and are therefore restricted to the su
face atomic layer. Bulk excitons are delocalized within t
rest of the cluster volume.

Recently, the so called ‘‘pickup’’ technique has allowe
the growth of small guest rare-gas clusters inside large
0163-1829/2004/69~12!/125343~5!/$22.50 69 1253
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rare-gas clusters and investigation of embedded clusters
a shell-like geometric structure.8,9 This method has the ad
vantage of controlling the temperature, the surface or b
localization, and the size of the guest cluster, as well as
size of the host cluster. Neon is a good solvent system
such experiments for several reasons: NeN.1000 clusters are
soft enough and easily pick up atoms or molecules. Th
efficiently thermalize the dopant molecules at the charac
istic cluster temperature of;10 K.10 Moreover, the suround-
ing neon cluster atoms almost do not perturb the energy
els of embedded molecules. Since neon clusters
transparent within the VUV spectral range, they are w
suited to study the electronic properties of molecules a
heavier rare-gas clusters made of Ar, Kr, and Xe atoms.
cently, investigation of NeNArm clusters (m<100!N
'7500) gave insight into the tightly bound bulk excitons
small argon clusters.9 This was possible because the dom
nant surface excitons of free argon clusters are suppre
inside neon. Additionally, these experiments allow the inv
tigation of interface excitons as a function of the number
picked-up atoms. This is complimentary to earlier studies
surface excitons~bulk-vacuum interface!, which were as-
signed by covering the surface of a rare-gas solid with o
atomic layer of a different material.

In the present paper we report on the spectroscopy
small Krm (m<150) clusters embedded inside NeN clusters
(1200<N<7500). We observed new absorption bands
signed to the Kr-Ne interface, as well as the known Kr a
Ne bulk excitons. The energy shift of the observed bands
a function of the number of picked-up Kr atoms is discuss
and from a detailed analysis, we gain information on t
exciton creation, especially on peculiarities related to int
face excitation.
©2004 The American Physical Society43-1
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The measurements were performed at the experime
station CLULU at the synchrotron radiation laborato
HASYLAB in Hamburg.11 Neon clusters were prepared in
supersonic expansion through a conical nozzle cooled d
to 31 K. The average cluster sizeN was determined using
well-known scaling laws according to the formula12,13 N
533(G* /1000)2,35, with G* 5Kch pdeq

0.85/T2.2875, Kch(Ne)
5185, andp in mbar,T in K, and d in mm. Depending on
the geometry of the conical nozzle~200 mm, 4° or 100mm,
15°), NeN clusters with an average size of 1200<N<7500
were prepared. The size distribution of the cluster beam
a width @full width at half maximum~FWHM!# of approxi-
matelyDN'N.

Using a standard ‘‘pickup’’ technique we have dop
large cold neon clusters with Kr atoms from a cross jet. T
Poisson statistics determines the average number
picked-up atoms. The mean Kr cluster sizem has been esti-
mated in the following way. The size of embedded Arm clus-
ters inside large neon clusters, which were prepared als
crossbeam experiments at CLULU, has been reported
Laarmannet al.8 The size determination was based on the
retical and experimental work by Lewerenzet al.14 More-
over, Laarmannet al.9 have shown that the absorption lin
shape of tightly bound excitons in Arm clusters changes with
their sizem according to the Frenkel exciton model. By com
paring VUV-fluorescence excitation spectra of NeNArm clus-
ters in the range of 12.4 eV measured in the given exp
mental geometry with those from Ref. 9, one obtains
relation between the cross-jet pressure and the average
ber of embedded atoms. Since the probability for a Ne c
ter to pick up atoms is mainly dependent on the Ne clus
size and the average cross-jet particle density along the b
axes, the calibration can also be used in the case of Kr d
ing. This calibration procedure has been applied recentl
Ref. 15. In the present work it resulted in Krm cluster sizes
m<150.

Monochromatized synchrotron radiation (Dl50.25 nm
bandpass! in the spectral range of 100–140 nm~Al grating!
or 40–100 nm~Pt grating! was focused on the doped clust
beam 10 mm downstream from the nozzle. Fluorescence
citation spectra in the VUV-UV (l<300 nm) and in the UV-
visible-IR (200<l<900 nm) were recorded by two photo
multipliers with CsI and GaAs~Cs! photocathodes
respectively. The background pressure was kept below 123

mbar during the experiments.
Before presenting experimental results, some remarks

the cluster composition should be made. The pickup of
atoms by large NeN clusters results in a release of energ
Neon atoms are weakly bound and evaporate from
NeNKrm cluster by heating. In fact, the binding energies p
atom of rare-gas neon and krypton solids are 26.5 meV
123.2 meV.16 Therefore, doping decreases the initial clus
size by;4.65 Ne atoms per adsorbed Kr atom if the co
sion energy is neglected. Keeping in mind that the me
initial size of the NeN cluster isN, the composition of the
doped clusters can be written as NeN24.65mKrm . With in-
creasing number of picked-up Kr atoms the layer of Ne
oms which cover the Kr surface becomes thinner. For
12534
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ample, withN51200 andm'102 approximately two shells
of neon atoms surround the krypton cluster.

It is well known that after the absorption of VUV photon
by rare-gas clusters, energy relaxation processes are follo
by VUV fluorescence of either atomic or molecular se
trapped excitons~aSTE/mSTE! or by fluorescence of des
orbed electronically excited atoms, which emit in the VU
as well as in the IR-visible spectral range.17 Further, it is well
known that tightly boundn51 excitons in small rare-ga
clusters decay radiatively in the VUV, whereas for excito
with n>2 the ejection of electronically excited atoms fo
lowed by infrared emission is observed. Doping of clust
change the situation because of the energy transfer from
citons of the host cluster to lower-lying energy levels of t
embedded atoms or molecules. The appearance ofn51 ex-
citons of the host cluster in the IR-visible fluorescence ex
tation spectrum is therefore a fingerprint of the pickup p
cess. In the case of Kr-doped Ne clusters excited at 17.64
the light is due to the transition (5p→5s) of desorbed ex-
cited Kr atoms.8 As an example, the IR-visible fluorescenc
excitation spectrum of Ne990Kr45 clusters is compared with
that of Ne1200 clusters in Fig. 1. Then51 excitons~17–18
eV! are not seen in pure neon clusters. They appear whe
atoms are picked up by the cluster. One important conclus
follows immediately from these spectra. Since the surfa
1s8 exciton of neon does not appear in the IR fluoresce
excitation spectrum, it follows that Kr clusters take interi
sites of large neon clusters.

In the following we analyze then51,18 excitons of kryp-
ton in more detail, which first appear when Ne clusters
doped with a minimum number of Kr atoms. Since the
excitons decay in the VUV spectral range, we measu
VUV excitation spectra as a function of the mean krypt
cluster sizem. The results of Ne750024.65mKrm clusters are
shown in Fig. 2. Because of the presence of free atoms in
interaction volume, two narrow lines at 10.033 eV (3P1) and
10.644 eV (1P1) are always observed in the spectra. Exce
for these atomic lines, the spectra are completely differ
from those earlier reported for free krypton clusters.4 Ab-
sorption bands identical to those in Ref. 4 are only obser

FIG. 1. IR-visible fluorescence excitation spectra of NeNKrm

clusters.
3-2
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INTERFACE EXCITONS IN KrmNeN CLUSTERS: THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 125343 ~2004!
if fewer than three shells of neon atoms remain on the s
face of the embedded Kr cluster~spectra of Kr150 and
Ne120024.65mKrm5100 clusters are also shown in the uppe
most frame of Fig. 2!.

The main features in the fluorescence excitation spectr
embedded Krm clusters (m,150) are two new broadband
which exhibit a redshift with increasing cluster sizem. Be-
cause of the characteristic energy gap between these b
and their appearance in very small krypton clusters, we
sign these bands to the interface excitons 1i and 18i related
to spin-orbit split 3P1 and 1P1 krypton atomic states. More
arguments to support this assignment will be given in
following. Earlier studies on rare-gas alloys discovered ex
tonic bands, which were assigned in the low-concentra
limit to impurity atoms~see Ref. 18!. Krypton atoms in neon
solids exhibit an absorption band at;10.68 eV.19,20 Recent
studies of light rare-gas~He, Ne, Ar! clusters doped with
heavy rare-gas atoms Kr and Xe confirmed t
assignment.21 In the case of very small NeNKr clusters (N
512) one band at 10.78 eV has been firmly assigned
perturbed electronically excited krypton atom (3P1) sur-
rounded by Ne cluster atoms. For large neon clustersN
5103), which is close to the size of our host clusters, t
band shifts to 10.73 eV. The low-energy band (1i ) observed
in the present work, indeed first appears in this energy ra
~see Fig. 2!. In the limit of large Kr clusters both 1i and 18i
bands converge towards the position of the respective 1l and
18l excitons.

Two absorption bands appear at 10.102 eV and 10.793
for Krm clusters as large asm>70. Due to their spectra

FIG. 2. VUV fluorescence excitation spectra of Kr150 and
NeNKrm (N51200 and 7500! clusters in the energy range of kryp
ton cluster absorption.
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positions, they are assigned to 1t and 18t bulk excitons. This
size corresponds to clusters composed of more than t
complete shells of atoms, which are considerably larger t
what is required for the formation of bulk excitons in fre
krypton clusters. One extra band appeared at 11.155 e
large krypton clusters (m'80), which can be assigned to th
bulk 2t exciton. The longitudinal 1l and 18l excitons are
usually less intense than transverse excitons in free clus
They are superimposed by the broad interfaces excito
bands and therefore not clearly visible in the excitation sp
tra. Another line can be seen at 10.689 eV (m>70), which
assignment is not straightforward. This energy correspo
to the 18s exciton in free krypton clusters but also to th
excitation of a single Kr(3P1) atom in the neon matrix.20

Nevertheless, in the last case the intensity should decr
when the krypton pressure increases which is not the c
We have observed that the intensity ratio between the line
10.689 eV and 10.644 eV (1P1 of free Kr atoms! is indepen-
dent of the host neon cluster sizeN. Because of that, we
assign the line at 10.689 eV to the surface exciton 18s of free
very small krypton clusters formed out of the neon clust
due to collisions. For the same reason, the shoulder at
eV is assigned to the surface exciton 1s of very small free
krypton clusters.

Now, we will discuss the nature of the energy shift of t
1i and 18i interface excitons. Since the radius of the fir
exciton in krypton,r n51(Kr) 52.5 Å, is smaller than the
nearest-neighbor distancedKr-Kr53.98 Å,16 we can under-
stand the energy shift towards lower energy with increas
cluster with the help of the Frenkel exciton model, taking t
resonant excitation transfer into account. Recently, t
model has been successfully applied to explain the reds
of n51 excitonic bands in NeNArm clusters (m!N
'7500).9 In particular, it was shown that the shift of th
interface excitation is proportional to the logarithm of th
number ofsurfaceatoms,mS , of the embedded argon clus
ter. As our results show~see Fig. 3!, in small NeNKrm clus-
ters (m,80) the energy shift of the interface exciton ban
1i and 18i is proportional to the logarithm of thetotal num-
ber of krypton atoms,DE} ln(m), which indicates that in this
range of cluster sizes all atoms participate in the reson
energy transfer.9,22 This experimental result suggests a lar
penetration depth of the interface excitons inside the kryp
cluster, which is in contrast to NeNArm clusters, where the
interface exciton is localized within the surface Ar atom
layer.

To estimate the interface exciton penetration depth
proceed as following. Since excited atoms have no per
nent dipole moment, the energy shift of the exciton band
mainly described by the resonance interaction term9,22

L f~k!5(
p

Mnp
f exp@ ik•~n2p!#, ~1!

where Mnp
f is the matrix element of the excitation transf

between atoms in positions with radius vectorsn and p. In
the case of the dipole-dipole interactionMnp

f is expressed as
3-3
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Mnp
f 5

1

r np
5 @~dndp!rnp

2 23~dnrnp!~dprnp!#, ~2!

wheredn5dp5d/A« and« is the dielectric constant of th
solid krypton. Since the radius of the krypton cluster,Rcl
5m1/3r 0 , is small compared to the wavelength of the ex
tation light, the termL f(k) can be calculated by replacing th
summation in Eq.~1! by an integration of the different con
tributions ofMnp

f .22 We obtain

L f~m!}C~Rcl ,d! E
cluster

r i~r !

r 3 dV, ~3!

where r i(r )5exp@2 (Rcl2r )/d# is the density probability
function of a surface exciton,23 d the penetration depth of th
surface exciton inside the cluster, andC(Rcl , d) is a normal-
ization constantC(Rcl , d)*clusterr i(r )dV51. We have used
expression~3! to fit the experimentally observed energ
shift. The best fit for both 1i S and 18i S interface excitons
results ind1i'7.060.1 Å. These curves are shown by so
lines in Fig. 3. We have to remark that the bulkn51,18
excitons appear only if the krypton cluster radius exceeds
exciton penetration depth (Rcl.d1i), which corresponds to
an average number of picked-up Kr atoms,m.70.

Surface excitons of free clusters have larger binding
ergies than bulk excitons. Qualitatively, this is explained
the fact that the dielectric screening at the surface is sma
than in the bulk material. As a result, the surface exci
absorption band is redshifted with respect to the bulk one
optical spectra. Contrary to the case of the solid-vacu
boundary, in the case of more complex interfaces, like
Ne, one has to consider a perturbation of the excited e
tronic orbital between both solid phases forming the int
face, which results in an energy shift of the band. Here,
electron affinity of the solids plays a key role. It is know
that the sign and value of the electron affinityV0 are deter-

FIG. 3. Energy shift of the 1i and 18i interface~Kr-Ne! excitons
in NeNKrm clusters vs the cluster sizem. The solid lines represen
the fit obtained with expression~3!. The energetic positions of 1l
and 18l excitons as well as the energy position of perturbed e
tronically excited Kr atoms (3P1) inside bulk neon are indicated. A
pure logarithmic dependence ofDn} ln(m) is valid for smallm; it is
given by the dotted lines.
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mined by the interplay of polarization and short-range rep
sion of an excess electron. In earlier studies, the sign ofV0

has been evoked to explain desorption processes of elect
cally excited atoms from the surface of rare-gas solids.24 In
the so-called ‘‘cavity-ejection mechanism,’’ the excited ato
polarizes the solid and its remote excited electron cloud
dergoes short-range repulsion.

The electron affinity of the respective material may a
be useful for an explanation of the properties of the interfa
exciton formation. In the case of the Kr-Ne interface, t
electron affinity of bulk neon is negative,Ve521.3 eV,
whereas that of bulk krypton is positive,Ve510.3 eV.24

This is also valid for krypton clusters (m>16), where the
electron affinity change its sign and becomes positive.25 Be-
cause of the stronger repulsion from the neon phase,
interface exciton is pushed into the krypton condensed ph
This may explain the experimental finding of the prese
work: an extremely large value ofdNe-Kr[d1i57.0 Å. The
strong perturbation of the exciton at the interface is also e
dent from its large width, which is generally much narrow
for surface excitons compared to bulk excitons.16 When the
size of the embedded krypton cluster increases, the inter
exciton width becomes narrower.

To shed light on the correlation between the electron
finity of embedded clusters and the interface exciton pene
tion depth, we investigated NeNXem clusters in another set o
measurements. We like to note that the electron affinity
bulk xenon is positive,Ve510.4 eV. We found that the
exciton formation of NeNXem clusters is very similar to tha
of NeNKrm clusters and the exciton penetration dep
dNe-Xe[d1i56.5 Å has been derived from the experimen
data.26 On the other hand, in earlier studied NeNArm clusters
no bulk delocalization of the interface exciton has be
observed,9 and a small penetration depthdAr-Ne'0.54
60.06 Å has been reported in Ref. 27. The electron affin
of bulk argon is negative,Ve520.4 eV,24 and this value is
expected to be even higher in small clusters, where polar
tion forces are weaker.25 Because of that, the interface exc
ton is expected to be confined within the uppermost
atomic layer in agreement with the experiments.

In conclusion, we have experimentally studied the form
tion of tightly boundn51,18 excitons in small Krm clusters
(m<150) embedded inside large NeN clusters (1200<N
<7500) with fluorescence excitation spectroscopy. We h
observed absorption bands due to excitons at the Kr-Ne
terface (1i and 18i ). Bulk excitons of Krm clusters (n
51,18) only appear in sufficiently large clusters withm
.70. The interface excitations shift towards lower ener
with increasing Kr cluster size. This can be explained w
the help of the Frenkel-exciton model, taking the reson
excitation transfer into account. We have determined the p
etration depth of the interface exciton into the bulk mater
dKr-Ne'7.060.1 Å. This value is unexpectedly large an
may be explained by the interplay between electron affini
of the adjacent condensed solid phases composing the i
face.

This work was supported by IHP Contract No. HPRI-C
1999-00040 of the European Commission.
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